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ABSTRACT
Myths often associated with behavioral disorders are

examined, arid for each myth, strategies that can be implemented by
,teachers and systems to dispell the myths are identified: It is
suggested that the myth thaegarents caused the child to be
behaviorally disordered (BD) can interfere with the' child's
programing and growth and effective interaction with the families,
who can be important sources of information. Another frequent myth,
that there is someone capable of assessing behaviox aa good, bad,
appropriate, or inappropriate, it linked to the belief of some
educators that education is mot nearly as important as psychiatric'
rivol.yement. It is groposed that teachers can establish what a'
student can do in terms of academic skills and appropriate classroom
behavior and that educational system personnel should gather informal
assessment data from parents, teachers, and Others directly involved
with the student. Additional myths include the following: the
behaviors of the BD youngsters are qualitatively different from those
of normal students; BD students can control their behavior if they
really want to; labeling a youngster as BD causes irreparable harm; .

and "normal" students should be separated from the BD'youngstertb
protect them from "catching" the behevier. Advantages and ,

disadvantages of labeling are specified, along with examples of
negative reactions by educators to labeling. and slessification.
Finally, some conditions in the sthool whereby Bb students/classes
ars isolated are noted. (8EW)
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This monograph is designed to provid% teachers

,

and adininistratorS with information on behaviorally

disordered students. It is one of a series of seAien.

The other monographs in the series are.:

1.. Myths, of Behmstioral Disorders

2. Developing a School Program for Behaviorally
Disordered Students

.q

3. Establishing a Program for Behaviorally
Disordered Studeryts: Alternatives to Consider,
Components to Include and Strategies for
Building Support

4. Reintegating Behaviorally Disordered Students
Into eneral EducatiOn Classrooms

5. Positive Approaches to Behavior Management

6. Practical Approaches for Documenting Behavioral
Progress of Behaviorally Disordered Students

71 Excerpts from: Disciplinary Exclusion cif
Seriously'Emotionally.DtCturbed Children from
Public Schools

a
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.MYTHS OF BiyAVIORAL DISORDERS

0

'there was a transient'who on.one of his evening
travels was 2ookingfor a place to sleep for the night.
He found an open, box car. on a stationary train. After
he crawled in, the door slammed shut and locked behind-
him. To h'is dismay', he disOovered that,the car was
refrigerateq. Frightened by the prospect of freezing
in ttle box car and needing to stay bUsy, he chronicled*
his movements and thoughts on the.wall of the car.
"I'm getting-very cold; I can feel nil,' _body temperature
dropping; I am A/cold; I feel these mAy be my last
_words..." *And, in fact, they were!

When- the man's body- wis discoVered, it was noted
that the temperature of the box car was 56 degrees.
There had been plenty of ventilation and ample space.
/The car had actually been malfunctioning andowas not
In use. The man had been a victimlkof an,illusion.
That illusison. had killed him.

(S6urce Unknown)

The story illustrates how powerful misconcepyons can be and the

dramatic effects they have on lives. Not all misconceptions are as

obvious as the one in the illustration. Some are very subtle and

difficult to identify. Often the More subtle misconceptions are the

most dangerous. They can cause pain and change the lives of others as

they go unrecognized.

This chapter is about misconceptions or-myths and- the dynamic role
Cer

they y in the lives of behaviorally disordered (BD) yotingsters and

those Wio love and work with them. It identifies myths that society

maintains about these youngsters; explains how to recognize their
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- existence, and offers some suggestions on how to overcome them. Hope-
..

'

*- fully by identifying these mytts, educators will be petter prepared to

establish positive educational envirbnments.for BD students.

Consider what stimetimes happens at staffings:

. -Parents are hot ,e1Ways included in staffings-concerning-
their child.

There is often a heavy, emphasis on the family history
and experiences pf these youngSters.

These factors mi t indicate that those involVed at, the staffing

might be affked by thp myth, "The parents caused the child to be

behaviorally disordered/ Love Made-a statement regarding this myth:,

"Parents/11.f the ED.Ohild occupy a maigue position among parents
of exceptional children._ The child who is blind, deaf, retarded
or physically handicapped is,usually not so handicapped as the
result of a y interaction.with the parents. However, sodiety
often ho .e plient of the D-child partially or totally
respOnsible for the child's c dition." (Love, 1972:113)

. .

If parents aren't intluded Wall aspects of.the staffing proeeduyes,

they are being denied ,the opportunity to Share information. 'This denial

might be an indicafion tothem that they aren't importapt or that they

are guilty of causing theff-child's Problem. -Otherwise, why aren't they

asked'to contribute information? An apRarent emphasis on a child's

family background might also be art indica to parents that they are

guilty of doing or nordoing something.

It isn't so important to know "why". t-shis belief has developed as to

know "What" can be done so the myth doesn't interfere with the child's

programming and growth. Admitting that the fee14ng; The parents caused

the behavior disorder, of.ten exists can 6e useful information'in,working

more effectively with BD youngsters and their families.

-2-
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The following lists some of the strategi

to dispel the myth. They are divided into.st

.
s which could be used

ategies teachers could

implemenf to help dispel the myth and those th t may need to be imple-
,

mented at the systeM level,
.

Teacher Strategies System Strategies.

-1) Before a staffing occurs, /

call the parents or visit .

to obtain information about
the child'from them.

2) Be oiSen,with tne paten
about feelings and percep-
tionalyou have about the
child.

Give parents credit for what
they laOw 44out their child.
Bncourage them to tg.Ik to
you about.their child.

All families Ae not the
same. Indlvidub.lize for

e,

.famiIies as you would.for
.

students.

1) Evaluation data can be 9om-
piled and other information-
gathered and sent to the
parents two weeks prior to a'
meeting with a follow-up visit
or telephone call to discuss
the information.-

2) Instead of automatically cm--
pleting'a social history, the
referral team could make a
decision on whether or not
one meeds fo bedone.

e4
3) Encourage pre-staffings to
'gather information from the
parenta.

SometiMes, eduCators who-are involva with BD youngsters have questions

about Who reall;.should assess these stddents, what kinds of assessmeirt
Az

needs to be completed, and who really is capable of doing the best job

Of assessing the student. A frequent myth often encountered is that

somewhere', somdhow there is "someone" .capable of assessing behavior as

)good, bad, appropriate; inapprop'riate,' pOsitive or negative. This commonly

held myth was pointed out by Bower; he stated that educators often think

-3-



"the sta.tel!tc.a, child's Mental health or ill health is best
known and Tuaged by a mental health professional.(psychiatrist,
clinical psychckl.ogist or psychiatric social Worker) rather than
by less sophisticated professional persons whcp: live with the
child on a day-to74ay basis." 1BoWer, 1980:123)

Bower thinks this.belief has:kept educators from feeling competent .

and.confident Tn regard to their perceptions and feelings about their

work with BD students. Two examples of behaviors-th. might be'dis-

played by individuals who are operaIing under thi5 myth are:

staffings whbre the majority of the information shared
.1s given by the psychologist, therapist, or counselor; and

staffings where the majorjty of,the information presented
-is about social/emotional development and therapeutic
appr aches.

Consi the, equcational 'setting Tor the BD student. The informa-
.

Von necessavy to prop...am for tIlp student in the classroom are things
0,11

such as:,

1)How long can he/she remain at a task?
2) What academic skills does the.student have?
3) In what' ways does the student best respond to directions

and reqUvsts? 0

4) How does\the stuqent get along with peers? / -
5) What things are rewa ding.to the*student?

. !

0
The teacher is'usuall he Individual who can best supply this type

of information. toncern r.ledn't be with "..w " behaviors occur, OA.

with "What" needs to be done so'that learning an occur.
0

Another myth cloiely associated wifh somewhere, somehow there is-
.

"eomeone" capable of assefising behavior is the-belief, held b-y, some
, .

educators, that education is not nearly as important as psyChiatric
0

involvement. Indlviduals who believe in this myth might be
1
heard-to

comm- ent:

"I'm not qualified to handle these kinds of 'emotional
problems;" or

-4-
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"These kids are the eallY tough kids. What they'need is
some regblar'therapy.""

These types of comments seem to indicate that prograling for the

BD youngster should_be therapeutic. They may also be indications that

Ihe educators working with these s4dents don't think eduCational gains

can be made without intensive.therapy and that educators cannot program

appropriately for-BD students because they-are not trained as thera-
.

ors, psychblogists, counselors or doctors.

Since the early 1960's, programs for the BD student haVe,become

more concdrnéd with observable behaviors.and Tess concerned with the
\A

Medical or psychological aspects of programming ',(Haring & Phillips,

1962). iMorse (1971) stated that4there needs to.be a balance.of cog-
.

nitive and affective curricula% In'Teache-Therapist: A Textbook

-

Nr Teachers of the Emotionally IMpaired, Mosier and Park point .

out that the role of the educator is a dual role. They state that this

role consists of...

"1) helping the students to improve their academic skills to
the extent of their individual capacities and 2) helping them '
substitute appropriate behavior for inappropriate. Schoolwork
is an ideal vehicle for achieving this dual responsibility
since it allows for objectivity in dealing with children and
furniShes constant interpersonal contact simultaneously."

(Mosier and Park,1979:4)

7eacher Strategies System. Strategies

1) Establish what a student
can do in terms.of academic
skills and appropriate
'classroom behavior. t

2) Ide 'fy behaviors that need '

to be modified so the stu-
dent c n function in the

: educational setting.

4

1) Gather informal assessment
data from parents, teachers,
and other_individualS directly
involved with the dttidentl.

2) Make sure All individuals
directly involved with the
ptpil's education have input
,into the educational program.

10



3) Monitor individual behaviors
in all areas(of academic and
behavioral performance so
that problem! are dealt
with before they become,
crisis situations.

4) Model appropriate responses
and behaviors: -

5) Don't e"xpeOt'to be able to
handle all situations. '

Identify back-up support
crisis,interven ion

countelor, teacher ne t
door, etc.) to call.on if
crises occur.

3) Continually monitor progreaTs
" based on.assessment and rea$sess

youngsters if there are indica-
tions that current' data may'pOt
be accurate.

How often have educatoiss heard statements made about BD ,students,

such as: 4

"BD stirdents are bad - not disabled."

"If they really wanted to, the.; tould behave."

"BD youngsters are dangerous."

"BD,students ehould be separated from general*ucation
students." c,

"Only a specialist with many y
with BD youngstere."

_of experience can'cope'
'9

TheSe statements represent the m that the viors of BD young-,

sters are qualitatively different fr4those of "norMa, u_denfts. The

2

resultant belief then is that their ferences'are unacceptable and

(

that public scbooleare not the p117 to teach BD students. Thi

attitude encourages.the rejection uiBD youngsters and allows thoSe

working with them to deny respon ljty for their futures. The tigplica',

tion that the behaviors of BD yo sters are yery,different from "normal"
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behayior isfnot entirely acEurate. BD students, like other youngster's,

mayidefy authority', :throw temper tantrums' use inappropriate language,

ahetalk-back. Tillese behaviors are those obserVed in most children

at some time in their lived $o, tie BD student'S behavior is not

necessarily a different kind of behavior that is never seen in "normal"
9

students. The difference is in the intensity,-.frequency, duration,

le setting in which it occurs, and the age appropriateness of the

behaviors. P

Think of a student bounPing a ball.' This behavior might be

observedin pny youngster.. However, bduncing a ball on the teacher's .

*".

desk during math class every day woufd te considered different in

term§ of appropriateness of setttng, duration and frequendy. a

.An extensivi of the myth*, BD.yomngsiers are qualitati Y'dIfferent

fromAhost of normal ,studets in all areas, is that the BD student pan-

control his/her behavior if he/she really want§ to do so. This im lies

that BD students,act out of mali iousness or deliberate. iptent. The'BD

student may very Well be control" of his/her behavior. ,qowever,

he/she may not beYin control of or knowledgeable about how to marltOst

,
.

alternative ehaviors. Inithe case of the BD youngster, inappropriate

behavior is often an attempt o cope with a problem. As Glasser noted,
,

'"It talcs a long time-t give up ingrained beliefs a A.earn

instead that the child4s behavior is the best way he bas
discovered to fulfill his needs." (Glasser, 1975:6)

0-
Some strategiesteachers and systems can implement to overcome

these myth§ are:

1 2

r
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Teacher St.rategiee System Strategies

1) Attempt to identify how
students are feeling, then
_separate feelings from
actions.

2) Consider behavior in the
context of frequency, dura-
tion, age appropriateness,
intensity, and in the
setting in whiCh it occurs
in order to develop stra-
tegies for clianging the
behavior.'

3) Model appropriate alter-
native behaviors.

4) Concentrate and stress
how BD youngsters and
their behaViors are like
other youngsters'
behavior.

1) Prevent placement decisiong.
based on".-the diagnosis of BD.
Place the student based on

. where he/she Can best learn
new, behaviors that have been
identified as necessary.

2) More suPport staff available
to help teachers design
behavior management strategies
and develop materials to teach
appropriate. behaViors.

3) Share informetion through .

inservice, diScussion or
written form on the.nature
of BD. Focus- specifically on
what teachers can do in general
education classrooms end how
learning new bellavibr's can

_

become part of the general
education curriculum.

Labeling, relabeling, and non-labeling have been recurrent issues

in the education of all handicapped youngsters. The issue of thern

advantiges.and disadvantages of the categorization and labeling process

is still a crucial matter and will be for many years to come

(Mandell and Fiscus, 1981:352).

One myth that has evolved about the BD youngster and labeling is

labeling a youngster as behaviorally disordered causes irreparable

harm. If some educators are responding to this myth, they may be less

--effecttve-in-,educattrtg-BU-StUdeiiii.--,

Advantages of labeling the BDstudentiare: , 0

4

:-8-
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Labeling enables BD youngsters to receive services.

Labeling enables the student who is frustrated in the general
classroom to receive individual programming which encourages
personal growth.

Labeling encourages others to consi.der individual differences
and their effects on the individual student.

Labeling facilitates research into.the causes of particular
.handicaps and, therefore, promotes the development ot
additional pneventative measures and treatment forms.

(Mandell and Fiscus, 1981:253-255)

Some disadvantages of labeling are:

Labels can initiate the self-fulfilling prophecy,
("I am BD. Therefore, I act and am treated as BD.")

Labeling can make the BD youngster feel different, put
down, and peculiar.

Labeling can be a "cop-out." Once the student is labeled
BD the job is finished and responsibility is shifted to
special educators.

Labels are'difficult to remove.

The list of,both advantages and disadvantages could be continued.

What is important to remember is that labeling and classification

become positive or negative because of the reactions of educators and

others. In order to determine whether or not an educator is reacting

negatively or:positively to a label, attentibn must be given to behaviors

that are being displayed by them. The ?allowing behaviors might be

indicators of negative readtions to labeling and classification:

Using other descriptors for BD youngsters, such as
"problems," "rowdies," "troublemakers."

Statements such as, "You can expect that out of him/her.
He/she is BD."

Statemeots suggesting that the child cannot be programmed
for in public schools.

Separatim BD youngsters from general education students.

-9- 1 4



If these behaviors are beirig displayed, it is likely that the BD
4.

youngsfer will suffer some of the disadvantages of labeling.

The following suggestions may assist educators in establishing

attitudes which attempt to identify advantages of labeling and,

consequently, dispel the myth that labeling a youngster as behaviorally

disordered Causes irreparable harm.

Teacher Strategies System Strategies

-1) Work to de-emphasize the
label and emphasize tlie
individual Youngster and
his/her needs.

2) Guard against allowing the
label to serve as the
determiner of how a
'youngster's program or
placement will be ,developed.

3) Concentrate on how the
youngster is like-other
students.

A) Encourage the youngster .

to identify and talk about
behaviors that need to be
modified and not about
what,his/her "problem"-is.

(For example, "YOu need to
control your temper"
versus "You have an emo-
tional problem.")

5) Maintain daily logs on
youngsters to keep track of
behavior changes and changes'
in relationships which might
give additional insight to
programming.

1) Help assessment teams be aware
of the ramifications of mis-

*Jr takes in judgment.

2) Share informatiOn.

3) Take care that service con-
tinues after

,

the label is
- assigned. Foster communica
tion between cross-disci-
plinaty services that the
youngster may be receiving.

4) List gbidelines foe teachert
to use to help identify
youngsters with BD.

5) Keep information and records
on youngsters current and
complete to allow for con-
tinued appropriate program-
ming.

6) Continue to seek ways to
precisely describe a young-
ster's abilities and needs,
beyond the label.

.15 A
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Typically, behfvior disorders are the least uriderstood of the

handicapping conditions. Unlike many other handicaps, behavior
A

disorders are ncif linked to one particular etiology. An imdividual's

views about BD are often a reflection of his/her personal phiThsophy

on life. To add to tne confusion and misunderstanding, a number of

P

descriptors have been used over the years tu describe BD Youngsters -
at

socially maladjusied, seriouslY emotionally distated,.mentally,ill or

sick, and mentally disturbed - are just a few (Shea 1978:352). Many

of these terms have been linked to the medicalfield. ,This connection

has subtly suggested that BD is an illness. ,The myth which has emerged

in part from this belief is that you can catch'a behavior disorder.

An extension of this myth is that "normal" stuidents should be separated

from the BD youngster to protect them from catching BD.

As with some of the myths.dispussed previously, attitudes affect

whether or not this myth 'will be perpetuated. While educationally and

intellectually educators may convey an understanding of BD youngsters,

behaviors might indicate that the myth, you can catch BD, is affecting

how educators actually work with the students.

Some behaviors and conditions th.it might be observed are:

BD classes located in "out-of-the-way" places in the.building.

Separate entrances and exits for BD youngsters.

Isolated seating in the lunchroom for BD youngsters or a
separate lunch period.

Separate recess times far BD'youngsters.

Exclusion of the BD room as part of the school when "important"
visitors tour the building.

A defense of these behaviors has been that other students in the

16



in-the sc.hool fear or should not be exposed to the behaviors of BD

youngsters.. Research has shown, that the BD youngster's inappropriate

behaviors did not directly affect the students he/she came into contact

with. However, an adult pointing put that the student had "problems"

25
did create negat!ve feelings among peers about that student

(Nowak, 1975). This seems to suggesi that sepaThting the Bp youngster

from the "normal" student does not necessarily'tenefit either child.

All youngsters can derive many benefits from associations with different
.

types -of individuals. There are steps which can be tgken to allow BD

youngsters opportunities to exRerience positive relationships with

others. As positive strides are.made, the myth that you can catch BD

can begin to be dispelled.

These ideas may serve as a starting point:

Teacher Strategies System Strategies

1) Bring general education
students into the BD classr
room to.participate in
activities.

2) Encourage other children
.(:) serve as positive models
of appropriate behavior.

3) Plan activities with the
administrator that the BD
youngster can do around
the school-

4) Plan activities where the
BD youngSter-displays
appropriate behaviors
which are visible to the
general education popu-
lation.

1) Organize general educatiOn.and
special, educat4on so that

'oppörtunities to share in
activities obcur.

2) Share information with educa-
tors about the different per-

. ceived causes of BD, through
handouts, meetings,' and
discussions.

-12-

3) Encoyrage educators tO serve
as models for including BD
.youn9sters in some general
eduCation activities, such as
field trips and assemblies.
Offer help to those who
participate.



5).Establish a peer/buddy
system where a BD youngster
is paired with a general
education yorligster for
assemblies, lunchroom,
and programs.' /

6) Secure a "seat!" for the
BD youngster in the general
education classroom. This
can be uted by the BD
youngster during specified
times to encourage inter- g
actior).

The importance of citing myths about BD Is relevant not only as it

relates to BD youngsters, but as it relates to all people. The possi-

bility exists that myths of one kind or another affect most individuals
,

at some time. The effects may be very subtle or damaging. "A's has been

mentioned, myths are often erroneous beliefs which keep individuals from

reaching goals --a4 achieving successful personal growth.

Those who have chosen to work with BD youngsters.are encountering

an especially vulnerable population.. Relationships that develop are

often close and impresgionable. Because of this, these educators need
0,

to be continually aware of attitudes they maintain or develop concern-
_

ing the youngsters they serve. Careful monitorinmf their own

behaviors will help them keep their attitudes in perspective so that

their relations continue to affect BD youngsters positively. In order

,

for any change to occur in dispelling myths, those who work with BD

youngsters mus serve as models.

1 /8
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